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Let p be an odd prime and Op be the ring of integers in the cyclotomic field Q(‘),
where ‘ is a primitive p th root of unity. Then Op=Z[:] if :=‘, 1(1+‘), or one
of the conjugates of these two elements. In 1988, Bremner [3] conjectured that up
to integer translation there are no further generators for Op and proved that this
is indeed the case when p=7. We establish a criterion for verifying Bremner’s
conjecture for a given regular prime p and use it to prove the conjecture for p23,
p{17. A key step in the proof of the criterion is a determinant formula for the
relative class number h& of Q(‘).  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let K be a number field and OK its ring of integers. Then OK is said to
have a power basis if there exists : # OK such that OK=Z[:]. For example,
if K is a quadratic field then OK has a power basis. Also, Dummit and
Kisilevsky [5] show there are infinitely many cyclic cubic fields which have
a power basis; Gras [11], on the other hand, shows there are infinitely
many which do not. Similar results by Nakahara [18] and Hall [15] show
there are infinitely many abelian quartic fields with a power basis and
infinitely many without. It is rare, however, for an abelian number field to
have a power basis. Gras [12, 13] proves that if n is relatively prime to 6,
then there are only a finite number of abelian extensions K of degree n over
Q such that OK has a power basis. In particular, if n is prime then OK does
not have a power basis, except in the well known case where K is the
maximal real subfield of a cyclotomic field.
When a power basis for OK does exist it is an interesting problem to
determine all the generators for the ring. The set of generators is stable
under integer translation since Z[:]=Z[:+n] for any n # Z. Gyo ry [14]
proves that up to integer translation there are only finitely many elements
that generate a power basis for the ring of integers in any number field. It
is usually very difficult, however, to determine all the generators. For an
example of power bases determination in quartic fields see Nagell [17] or
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Bremner [2]. Algorithms for determining power bases are developed by
Gaa l and Schulte [10] for cubic fields, by Gaa l, Petho , and Pohst (in a
series of papers, see, for example [7, 8]) for quartic fields, and by Gaa l and
Pohst [9, 6] for certain sextic fields. The algorithms reduce the problem
to the resolution of Thue equations and are illustrated by many numerical
results.
Cyclotomic fields are an interesting case because power bases always
exist and in some cases we can find all the generators. Let p be an odd
prime, and Op be the ring of integers in the cyclotomic field Q(‘), where ‘
is a primitive p th root of unity. Then Op=Z[‘]. We consider the problem
of describing all : that generate a power basis for Op . The set of generators
is stable under integer translation, Galois conjugation, and multiplication
by &1; define : and :$ to be equivalent if :=n\_(:$), for some n # Z,
_ # Gal(Q(‘)Q). By Gyo ry’s result there are only finitely many : up to
equivalence that generate Op , and the problem is to determine them all.
Bremner [3] proves there exist ‘‘non-obvious’’ generators for Op , namely
that #=‘+‘2+ } } } +‘( p&1)2 is a generator. We find it convenient to
consider an element equivalent to #. Let _ be the automorphism of Q(‘)
such that _(‘)=‘2 and consider
’=1+_(#)=1+‘2+‘4+ } } } +‘p&1=1(1+‘),
where the last equality holds since 1+x+x2+ } } } +x p&1 is the minimal
polynomial over Q of ‘. Note that ’ is an algebraic integer, and is in fact
a unit in Z[‘].
Proposition 1.1. Let ’=1(1+‘). Then Z[’]=Z[‘].
Proof. Clearly Z[’]Z[‘]. For the reverse inclusion, we note that
since ’ is a unit, the constant term of the minimal polynomial of ’ is equal
to \1. Thus, there are ai # Z such that 1+a1’+a2’2+ } } } +ap&1’ p&1=0.
Multiplication by 1+‘ yields 1+‘=&(a1+a2’+a3’2+ } } } +ap&1’ p&2),
and ‘ # Z[’]. K
For p>3 it is clear that ’ is not equivalent to ‘. Thus, up to equivalence
there are at least two generators for Op , namely ‘ and ’. When p is a small
prime it is known that there are no additional inequivalent generators. This
is easy to check in the quadratic case p=3. The proof for p=5 is due to
Nagell [17], and for p=7 is due to Bremner [3].
Bremner conjectures that his result for p=7 holds for all primes p. One
formulation of his main conjecture in [3] is as follows.
Bremner’s Conjecture. If Z[:]=Z[‘] then : is equivalent to ‘ or ’.
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Bremner’s conjecture is surprising because there is no known class of
nonquadratic number fields for which all the generators of the integer rings
can be characterized. Moreover, as discussed earlier, only power bases of
specific fields of small degree (2, 3, 4, 6) have been characterized. We
establish a criterion for verifying Bremner’s conjecture for a given regular
prime p, and use it to prove the conjecture for p23, p{17.
A section by section outline is as follows. In Section 2 we prove that if
Z[:]=Z[‘] and : is not equivalent to ‘, then :+: is an odd integer. In
Section 3 we state our criterion (Theorem 3.1) for verifying Bremner’s
conjecture for a given regular prime p, and reduce the proof of the criterion
to a determinant formula for the relative class number h& of Q(‘). We
prove the determinant formula in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we use the
criterion to prove Bremner’s conjecture for p23, p{17 (Theorem 5.1).
2. NORMALIZING A TRACE
We begin our analysis of Bremner’s conjecture with a theorem which is
valid for all primes p and resolves one of the questions raised by Bremner.
If : # Z[‘] then :+: is the trace of : from Q(‘) to Q(‘+‘ ), where the
‘‘bar’’ denotes complex conjugation. In this section we prove that if Z[:]=
Z[‘] and : is not equivalent to ‘, then the trace of : is an odd integer
(Theorem 2.4). Thus, since we are only interested in : up to integer translation,
we may assume the trace is equal to 1, i.e., :+: =1. In [3] Bremner
proves this assumption is valid for p=7 and remarks that it seems plausible
it holds for all primes p. Note that this reduces the number of integer indeter-
minates defining : from p&1 to ( p&1)2.
Following Bremner, we begin with some easy observations. An element
: # Z[‘] satisfies Z[:]=Z[‘] if and only if : and ‘ have the same
discriminant. This is equivalent to the condition that
NormQ(:)Q( f $(:))=NormQ(‘)Q(g$(‘)), (1)
where f (x) is minimal polynomial over Q of :, and g(x)=1+x+x2
+ } } } x p&1 is the minimal polynomial over Q of ‘. Denote the elements
of Gal(Q(‘)Q) by _i , 1i p&1, where _i (‘)=‘i. Writing f (x)=
>1i p&1(x&_i (:)), then f $(:)=>2i p&1(:&_i (:)). Similarly, g$(‘)
=>2i p&1(‘&‘i). Hence, (1) is equivalent to
NormQ(‘)Q ‘
p&1
i=2
:&_i (:)
‘&‘i
=1.
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For 2ip&1, each (:&_i (:))(‘&‘ i) is an element of Z[‘] and each
‘&‘ i has norm \p. Thus we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose : # Z[‘]. Then the following conditions are equiv-
alent:
(i) Z[:]=Z[‘];
(ii) NormQ(‘)Q(:&_i (:))=\p for i=2, ..., p&1;
(iii) (:&_i (:))(‘&‘ j) is a unit in Z[‘] for i, j=2, ..., p&1.
We next prove two additional lemmas which are needed for the main
result of this section.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose # # Z[‘] and #  R. Then # and 1&# are both units
in Z[‘] if and only if
#=
‘b&‘a
‘b&‘&b
for some a, b # Z, a\b mod p, b0 mod p.
Proof. Let # # Z[‘], #  R, and {=1&#. First suppose that # and { are
both units in Z[‘]. Since any unit of Z[‘] can be written as a root of unity
times a real unit (for example, see Washington [21]) there exist s # Z and
a unit + # Z[‘+‘ ] such that #=‘s+. In addition, ‘s{\1 since #  R. Thus,
# =‘t#{#, where t=&2s. Similarly, { =‘r{{{ for some r # Z, rt mod p.
Now, #+{=1 implies # +{ =1. That is, ‘t#+‘r{=‘t#+‘r(1&#)=1.
Solving for # gives
#=
‘r&1
‘r&‘t
=
‘(r&t)2&‘&(r+t)2
‘(r&t)2&‘ (t&r)2
=
‘b&‘a
‘b&‘&b
,
where ab mod p, and b0 mod p.
The converse is immediate since ‘b&‘a, ‘a&‘&b, and ‘b&‘&b are
associates of 1&‘ in Z[‘]. K
Lemma 2.3. Let _ be a generator of Gal(Q(‘)Q) and # # Z[‘]. If
Z[#]=Z[‘] and
#&_(#)
#&#
=
‘&‘ g
‘&‘
(2)
for some g # Z, then #=n\‘ for some n # Z.
Proof. Assume Z[#]=Z[‘] and that (2) holds. We first observe
that _(‘)=‘ g. Namely, suppose _(‘)=‘t and consider both sides of (2)
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modulo ?2, where ?=1&‘ is a uniformizing parameter for the prime ideal
above p in Z[‘]. This yields
‘&‘ g
‘&‘
#
1& g
2
(mod ?2) and
#&_(#)
#&#
#
1&t
2
(mod ?2),
since ‘n#1&n? mod ?2, for all n # Z. It follows from (2) that t# g mod p
as claimed.
Thus, (2) may be rewritten as
#&_(#)=+(‘&_(‘)), (3)
where +=(#&# )(‘&‘ ). Notice that + # R and so complex conjugation of
(3) yields # &+‘ =_(# )&+_(‘ ). The left side of this equation is equal to
#&+‘, since #&# =+(‘&‘ ). Thus,
#&_(# )=+(‘&_(‘ )). (4)
Subtracting (3) from (4) yields _(#)&_(# )=+(_(‘)&_(‘ )). Therefore,
+=
_(#)&_(# )
_(‘)&_(‘ )
=_(+),
and + is fixed by _. Since _ generates Gal(Q(‘)Q), it follows that + is fixed
by the entire Galois group and + # Q. Hence, +=\1, since + is a unit by
Lemma 2.1.
Now, (3) is equivalent to _(#&+‘)=#&+‘ since _(+)=+. Thus, #&+‘
is also fixed by Gal(Q(‘)Q), and #&+‘ # Z. Since +=\1, we have that
#=n\‘ for some n # Z. K
We are now ready to state and prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.4. If Z[:]=Z[‘] and : is not equivalent to ‘, then :+: is
equal to an odd integer.
Niklasch has an unpublished proof of Theorem 2.4 which uses so-called
‘‘exceptional sequences’’ of units. Our proof uses some of his ideas [19].
Proof. Assume Z[:]=Z[‘]. We consider the cases :+: # Z and :+:  Z
separately. Specifically, we prove that if :+: # Z then :+: is equal to an
odd integer, and if :+:  Z then : is equivalent to ‘.
First suppose :+: =k # Z. If k is even then (:&: )2=:&k2 is an
element of Z[‘], which is impossible since by Lemma 2.1 it has norm
\p2 p&1 which is not an integer. Thus k must be odd.
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Now suppose :+:  Z. Then :+: is not fixed by Gal(Q(‘)Q). Let _
generate Gal(Q(‘)Q). Then :+: {_(:)+_(: ) and
#=
:&_(:)
:&:
 R.
Moreover, # and 1&# are both units in Z[‘] by Lemma 2.1. Therefore,
Lemma 2.2 applies and
#=
‘b&‘a
‘b&‘&b
,
for some a, b # Z, ab mod p, b0 mod p.
Let _c # Gal(Q(‘)Q) be defined by _c(‘)=‘c, where bc#1 mod p. Also
let :$ be the conjugate of : given by :$=_c(:). Then
_c(#)=
:$&_(:$)
:$&:$
=
‘&‘ g
‘&‘
, (5)
where g#ac mod p. It follows from Lemma 2.3 that :$=n\‘, for some
n # Z. Hence, : is equivalent to ‘. K
3. CRITERION FOR BREMNER’S CONJECTURE
In this section we state and prove our criterion for Bremner’s conjecture
to hold for a given regular prime p (Theorem 3.1). Recall that p is a regular
prime if and only if p does not divide the class number of Q(‘).
Theorem 3.1. Let p be a regular prime, q=( p&1)2, and g be a primitive
root modulo p. Define D(x1 , ..., xq) to be the determinant of the matrix
1&pxq &pxq&1 &pxq&2 } } } &px1
x1 1&pxq &pxq&1 } } } &px2_ x2 x1 1&pxq } } } &px3 & .b b b . . . bxq&1 xq&2 xq&3 } } } 1&pxq
Let 9 be the set of elements (x1 , ..., xq) # (ZpZ)q which satisfy
D(x1 , ..., xq)#1 (mod p2),
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and for 1iq&1,
D \x1(1& g
3i)
1& gi
,
x2(1& g5i)
1& gi
, ...,
xq&1(1& g( p&2) i)
1& gi
, xq&si +#1 (mod p2),
where si # ZpZ is defined by 2 p&1(1& g pi)#(1+ psi)(1& gi) p mod p2. If
9 has cardinality q then Bremner’s conjecture is true for p.
Theorem 3.1 reduces proving Bremner’s conjecture for p to solving q
polynomial equations in q unknowns. There is one basic equation, namely
D(x1 , ..., xq)#1 mod p2, and the others are derived from it. We will call
them ‘‘twists’’ of the basic equation. Note that D(x1 , ..., xq)#1 mod p for
all (x1 , ..., xq), since the matrix in the statement of the theorem is lower
triangular modulo p. Thus, although the equations are stated modulo p2,
they quickly reduce to equations modulo p. Also, if (x1 , x2 , ..., xq) is a
solution and n is a square modulo p, then (x1n, x2n2, ..., xq nq) is again a
solution. Therefore, q divides the cardinality of 9.
Example. Let p=7. Then
1&7x3 &7x2 &7x1
D(x1 , x2 , x3)=det _ x1 1&7x3 &7x2 & ,x2 x1 1&7x3
and D(x1 , x2 , x3)#1&7(3x3&3x1x2+x31) mod 7
2. The basic equation
D(x1 , x2 , x3)#1 mod 72 quickly reduces to an equation modulo 7, and the
same is true for the two twists. The resulting equations are:
0#3x3&3x1 x2+x31 (mod 7);
0#3x3+3 (mod 7);
0#3x3&x1 x2&x31+1 (mod 7).
The only solutions in (Z7Z)3 are (2, 2, &1), (1, &3, &1), and (&3, 1, &1).
Thus 9 has cardinality 3, and it follows from Theorem 3.1 that Bremner’s
conjecture is true for p=7 (see [3] for Bremner’s proof). In Section 5,
Theorem 3.1 is used to prove Bremner’s conjecture for p=13, 19, 23.
Theorem 3.1 arises by considering certain norm equations modulo p2.
We begin with some notation. Let q=( p&1)2. Denote the field of p-adic
numbers by Qp , and its ring of integers by Zp . For : # Qp(‘) let :(i)=_i (:),
where _i # Gal(Qp(‘)Qp) is defined by _i (‘)=‘i. The field Qp(‘) is totally
ramified over Qp , and so its ring of integers is equal to Zp[?] for any
uniformizing parameter ?. Let ? be the unique element of Zp[‘] which
satisfies the following two conditions:
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(i) ? p&1=&p;
(ii) ?#’&’ (mod ?2).
(To see that the conditions above uniquely determine a uniformizing param-
eter of Zp[‘], follow the proof of Lemma 1 of Chapter 5, Section 6 in [1],
and replace ‘&1 with ’&’ .) It is convenient to work with this ? because
the transparent Galois action on Zp[?] makes the matrix needed for
Theorem 3.1 have a nice form. Denote the elements of the group +p&1 of
( p&1)st roots of unity in Zp by |i , 1i p&1, where |i #i mod p. Then
the conjugates of ? are _i (?)=|i ?#i? mod p, where _i is as above.
To prove Bremner’s conjecture for a given odd prime p, it follows
from Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.1 that it suffices to show that if : # Zp[‘]
satisfies
(i) :+: =1,
(ii) NormQp(‘)Qp(:&:
(i))=\p for all 2i p&1, (6)
(iii) : # Z[‘],
then : is a conjugate of ’. Recall (6i) fixes : up to integer translation. The
next theorem arises by reformulating the conditions in (6) and fixing : up
to conjugation.
Theorem 3.2. Let 8 be the set of elements (x1 , x2 , ..., xq) # (Zp)q such
that := 12+
1
2((1& pxq) ?+x1?
3+x2?5+ } } } +xq&1? p&2) # Zp[?] satisfies
NormQp(? 2)Qp \ :&:
(i)
|(1&i)2?+=1 for 2i p&1. (7)
If 8 has cardinality q then Bremner’s conjecture is true for p.
Proof. Assume : # Zp[?] satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) in (6). Since
:+: =1, there are xi # Zp such that := 12+
1
2(x0?+x1?
3+ } } } +xq&1? p&2).
Moreover, x0 0 mod p, since :&: has norm \p. Replace : by a conjugate
if necessary to assume x0=1& pxq , xq # Zp (: has a unique conjugate with
this property). Then for i=1, ..., p,
:&:(i)
|(1&i)2 ?
#1 (mod ?2),
and condition (ii) is equivalent to (7). Thus, : is as in the statement of the
theorem.
If :=’ then : satisfies the conditions in the theorem by our choice of ?.
Thus, Bremner’s conjecture is true for p if and only if ’ is the only solution
to the norm equations in (7) which in addition is an element of Z[‘]
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(the conjugates of ’ do not satisfy x0 #1 mod p). There are, however,
additional elements in Zp[?] which satisfy the equations. Namely, for
ij#1 mod p the element |i ’( j)&(|i&1)2 is also a solution. There are q
distinct elements of this form since i and &i give the same element, and
i=1 just gives ’. Thus, there are at least q solutions to (7) in Zp[?],
exactly one of which, namely ’, is an element of Z[‘]. If these are the only
solutions then Bremner’s conjecture is true for p. K
Remark. The proof of Theorem 3.2 shows 8 contains at least q elements,
namely the family |i ’( j)&(|i&1)2, 1iq, ij#1 mod p. To distinguish
’ from the other elements of this family we note that if (x1 , ..., xq)
corresponds to ’, then x1 #&13 mod p. This can be verified by using that
‘2=_2(‘) to show
‘#1&2?+2?2& 43?
3 (mod ?4).
Then ’ can easily be found modulo ?4 since ’(1+‘)=1.
Each norm equation in Theorem 3.2 is a polynomial of degree q in the q
variables x1 , ..., xq , and we wish to find all solutions in (Zp)q. Theorem 3.1
arises by realizing the norm equations as determinants and then using the
following multivariable version of Hensel’s Lemma (Theorem 3.3) to reduce
the problem to solving the equations over (ZpZ)q, rather than over (Zp)q.
Theorem 3.3. Let fi (X): (Zp)n  Zp , 1in, be n polynomials in n
variables with coefficients in Zp . For u # (Zp)n let Dfu denote the matrix of
partial derivatives of f1 , ..., fn evaluated at u. Suppose u0 # (Zp)n satisfies
(i) fi (u0)#0 mod p for all 1in, and
(ii) det(Dfu0)0 mod p.
Then there exists a unique u # (Zp)n which satisfies u#u0 mod p and fi (u)=0
for all 1in.
The proof of Theorem 3.3 follows the proof of the standard version of
Hensel’s Lemma as in [16]. The theorem is true for any non-archimedean
local field.
The requirement in Theorem 3.1 that p be a regular prime arises because
the relative class number h& is a factor of the determinant needed to apply
Theorem 3.3. Recall that if h is the class number of Q(‘), and h+ the class
number of Q(‘+‘&1), then h& is defined to be the quotient hh+. Kummer
proved that h& is an integer, and that p divides h if and only if p divides
h&. Thus, p is a regular prime if and only if p does not divide h&.
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let : be as in the statement of Theorem 3.2. For
1i p&1, let
Ni (:)=NormQp(?2)Qp(;i), ;i=
:&:(i)
|(1&i)2 ?
.
If ij#1 mod p, then _j (;i)=_& j (;i)=;j , and Ni (:)=Nj (:). Thus (7) is
satisfied if and only if a certain q of the ;i have norm 1. Let H/[1, 2, ..., p&1]
be a set of q integers such that p&1 # H, and i # H implies j  H if ij#
\1 mod p. Then (7) is satisfied if and only if Ni (:)=1 for all i # H.
To arrive at the determinant equations in the statement of Theorem 3.1,
we write the norm equations Ni (:)=1, i # H, as determinants. In particular,
Np&1(:)=NormQp(? 2)Qp \:&:? +=D(x1 , ..., xq).
Take H=[gi mod p | 1iq], where g is a primitive root modulo p.
Then Ngi (:) is congruent to
D \x1(g
3i&1)
gi&1
,
x2(g5i&1)
gi&1
, ...,
xq&1(g( p&2)i&1)
gi&1
, xq&si+ (mod p2),
where si is as in the statement of Theorem 3.1. Thus Ni (:)#1 mod p2 for
all i # H if and only if the conditions in Theorem 3.1 are satisfied.
The matrix in Theorem 3.1 is lower triangular modulo p, and so D(x1 , ..., xq)
#1 mod p for all (x1 , ..., xq) # (Zp)q. That is, Ni (:)#1 mod p for all i # H. Let
fi=
Ni (:)&1
p
# Zp[x1 , ..., xq].
Let Df denote the matrix of partial derivatives of fi , i # H, with respect to
x1 , ..., xq , and Df’ denote Df evaluated at :=’. If det(Df’)0 mod p and
9 has cardinality q, then it follows from Theorem 3.3 that there are exactly
q elements in (x1 , ..., xq) # (Zp)q such that the corresponding : satisfy the
norm equations in (7). In this case, Bremner’s conjecture is true for p by
Theorem 3.2. Thus, to prove Theorem 3.1 it suffices to prove that if p is a
regular prime then det(Df’)0 mod p. This is a corollary of the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.4. Let $=1 if p#\3 mod 8, and $=&1 otherwise. Then
det(Df’)=\
p&1
2q
($q)q2 h& # Zp ,
where h& is the relative class number of Q(‘).
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Corollary 3.5. The determinant of Df’ is congruent to \h& mod p. In
particular, det(Df’)0 mod p if and only if p is a regular prime.
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 it remains to prove Theorem 3.4.
This is done in the next section.
4. DETERMINANT FORMULAS FOR h&
In this section we use the Maillet matrix to establish a determinant
formula for h& which gives rise to an additive subgroup of Z[‘+‘&1] with
group index equal to h&. We then use this formula to prove the determinant
formula in Theorem 3.4 which is needed to complete the proof of Theorem 3.1.
The Maillet determinant provides a well known formula for h&. Let R(t)
denote the least positive residue of t modulo p. The Maillet matrix Mp has
(i, j)th entry equal to R(i j) for 1i, jq. Maillet conjectured that the
determinant of Mp is non-zero for all primes p. In 1955, Carlitz and Olson
[4] showed that this is indeed the case by showing that Maillet’s deter-
minant simplifies to
det Mp=\p( p&3)2 det
3i, jq \\
ij
p+=\p( p&3)2h&, (8)
where w x denotes the greatest integer function. The following proposition
is a corollary of their result.
Proposition 4.1. Let Ap=(aij), 2i, jq, be the matrix of zeros and
ones defined by
aij={1,0,
if R(ij)<i or R(ij)> p&i;
otherwise.
Then the determinant of Ap is equal to \h&.
Proof. It follows from (8) that
h&=\ det
3i, jq \
ij
p=\ det2i, jq \
i( j+1)
p  . (9)
By column subtractions (9) reduces to
h&=\ det
2i, jq \\
i( j+1)
p &\
i( j&1)
p + . (10)
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Note that R(ij)&i for 2i, jq. Thus,
aij=\R(ij)+ip &\
R(ij)&i
p =\
i( j+1)
p &\
i( j&1)
p  ,
and the proposition follows from (10). K
We use Proposition 4.1 to establish a determinant formula for h& that is
needed to prove Theorem 3.4. For 2i( p&1) let {i # Gal(Q(‘)Q) be
defined by {i (‘)=‘(i&1)i, where the exponent is taken modulo p. Define q
cyclotomic units in Z[‘+‘&1] by
ui=
’&{i (’ )
’&{i (’)
=
‘&‘(1&i)i
‘1i&1
, (11)
if 2iq, and u1=1.
Theorem 4.2. For 1 jq let _j # Gal(Q(‘)Q) be defined by _j (‘)=‘ j.
Then
det
1i, jq
[_j (ui)]=\p( p&3)4h&.
Before proving Theorem 4.2 we establish the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Let 0 be the subgroup of Z[‘+‘&1] with basis
[1, u2 , ..., uq] over Z. Then the index of 0 in Z[‘+‘&1] is equal to h&.
Proof. Let I be the index of 0 in Z[‘+‘&1]. Then,
discQ(‘+‘&1)Q(1, u2 , ..., uq)=I 2 } discQ(‘+‘&1)Q(‘+‘&1).
The latter discriminant is equal to p( p&3)2. Thus, squaring both sides of the
equation in Theorem 4.2 yields I=h&. K
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let K=Q(‘+‘&1) and M be the matrix expressing
1, u2&1, ..., uq&1 on the basis [‘+‘&1, ‘2+‘&2, ..., ‘q+‘&q]. Then,
discKQ(1, u2 , ..., uq)=disc(K) det(M)2= p( p&3)2 det(M)2 (12)
To prove the theorem we compute the determinant of M.
Denote the entries of M by mij , 1i, jq. Then m1j=&1, since
1=&qj=1 (‘
j+‘& j). For i{1 it is not difficult to show that
ui&1= :
q
j=1
mij (‘ j+‘& j)
=‘(i&1)i+‘ (i&2)i+ } } } +‘1i+‘&1i+ } } } +‘&(i&2)i+‘&(i&1)i,
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where the exponents are taken modulo p. Hence, mij=1 if and only if R(ij)<i
or R(ij)> p&i. Thus, if i, j2, then mij=aij , where aij is as defined in
Proposition 4.1. Also, m11=&1 and mi1=0 for i>1. It follows from
Proposition 4.1 that
det M=& det
2i, jq
[mij]=&det Ap=\h&.
Theorem 4.2 now follows by taking the square root of both sides of (12).
K
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.4 and thus complete the proof of
the criterion for Bremner’s conjecture (Theorem 3.1).
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let G=[1, 2, ..., q] and H/[1, 2, ..., p&1] be
a set of q integers such that p&1 # H and i # H implies j  H if ij#\1 mod p.
The matrix Df factors as
Df =_ fixj& i # H
j # G
=
1
pq _
Ni (:)
:( j) & i # H
j # G
} _:
(i)
xj & i, j # G .
It is not difficult to show that
Ni (:)
:( j)
=
Ni (:)
: ( j)&:(ij)
+
Ni (:)
:( j)&:(ij)
=
Ni (:)
:( j)&:(& j) \_j \2+
:&: (&i)
:&:(i)
+
:&: (&1i)
:&:(1i) ++ .
Also, :(i)= 12+
1
2 ((1&xq) |i?+x1(|i?)
3+ } } } +xq&1(|i?) p&2), and so
:(i)
xj
=
1
2
(|i ?)2j+1.
Now, Ni (’)=1 and evaluating Df at :=’ gives that the determinant of
Df’ is equal to the product
1
(2p)q
‘
q
i=1
|i?2i+1
’(i)&’(&i)
} det
i, j # G
[|2 ji ]
} det
j # G
i # H __j \2+
’&’(&i)
’&’(i)
+
’&’(&1i)
’&’(1i) +& . (13)
We consider the three factors of the above product separately.
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For the first factor we have
‘
q
i=1
|i?2i+1
’(i)&’(&i)
=\NormQp (? 2)Qp \ ?’&’ + } ‘
q
i=1
?2i
=\?q(q&1)
=\(&p)( p&1)4 # Zp . (14)
We next evaluate the determinant in the second factor in (13). Let + # Zp
be a primitive qth root of unity. Then, det[|2ji ]
2=det[+ij]2=det(bij), where
bij= :
q
k=1
+ik+kj= :
q
k=1
(+i+ j)k={q,0,
if i+ j#0 mod q;
otherwise.
Thus, det(bij)=\qq, where the + sign holds if and only if p#\3 mod 8.
Therefore,
det[|2 ji ]=\($q)
( p&1)4 # Zp , (15)
where $=1 if p#\3 mod 8, and $=&1 otherwise.
Finally, to evaluate the third factor in (13) we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4.
det
i # H
j # G __j \2+
’&’ (&i)
’&’ (i)
+
’&’(&1i)
’&’ (1i) +&=\( p&1) p ( p&3)4h&. (16)
Proof. Notice we may take H=[i(i+1) mod p | i # G]. Then the deter-
minant in the statement of the lemma is equal to
\ det
i, j # G __j \2+
’&’(&i(i+1))
’&’(i(i+1))
+
’&’(&(i+1)i)
’&’((i+1)i) +& . (17)
For 1iq, let ui be as in (11). Also, let w1=0 and for 2iq,
wi=
’&’(&i(i&1))
’&’(i(i&1))
=
‘&‘i(1&i)
‘1(1&i)&1
.
Then since the i=qth row of the matrix in (17) is a constant row of 2’s,
elementary row operations yield that the determinant is equal to
\2 det
i, j # G
[_j (ui+wi)]. (18)
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It is easy to check that uq=&(‘+‘ ) and wi=uq&ui&1 , for 2iq. Thus
the matrix transforming u1 , u2 , ..., uq to u1+w1 , ..., uq+wq is
_
1 0 0 0 } } } 0
& ,
&1 1 0 0 } } } 1
0 &1 1 0 } } } 1
0 0 &1 1 } } } 1
b b . . . b
0 0 0 } } } &1 2
and has determinant \q. Hence (18) is equal to \2q det[_j (ui)], where
i, j # G. The lemma follows from Theorem 4.2.
The determinant formula in the statement of Theorem 3.4 arises by
substituting (14), (15), and (16) into (13). K
5. COMPUTATIONS
This section is devoted to the proof of Bremner’s conjecture for p23,
p{17 (Theorem 5.1). It concludes with a few remarks concerning the
case p=17.
Theorem 5.1. If p23, p{17, then the only generators for the ring of
integers of Q(‘) are
(i) a\‘, a # Z,
(ii) a\’, a # Z,
and the conjugates of these elements.
Proof. Each prime p23 is considered separately. Theorem 3.1 is used
for p{11. Recall that if 9 consists of q elements then Bremner’s conjecture
is true for p, and, by the remark following Theorem 3.2, the element (x1 , ..., xq)
# 9 which satisfies x1 #&13 mod p lifts to ’ # Zp[?]. A modification of
Theorem 3.1 is needed when p=11, and this case is considered last.
p=3: The result is immediate since if ‘ is a primitive third root of
unity, then Q(‘) is a quadratic extension of Q. In this case, ’=&‘ and is
equivalent to ‘.
p=5: The result is due to Nagell [17]. Alternatively, Theorem 3.1 can
be used. Namely, in this case,
D(x1 , x2)=det _1&5x2x1
&5x1
1&5x2&#1&5(2x2&x21) (mod 52),
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and 9 is the set of elements (x1 , x2) # (Z5Z)2 which satisfy
0#&2x2&2&x21 (mod 5);
0#&2x2+x21 (mod 5).
It easily follows that 9=[(&2, 2), (2, 2)], where (&2, 2) lifts to ’. Thus
9 has cardinality 2 and it follows from Theorem 3.1 that Bremner’s
conjecture is true for p=5.
p=7: The result is due to Bremner [3]. An alternate proof using
Theorem 3.1 was discussed in Section 3.
p=13: In this case,
D(x1 , ..., x6)&1
13
#&6x6+6x1x5+6x2 x4+3x23&2x
3
2+x
6
1&6x
2
1x4
+6x31x3&4x
2
1 x
2
2&6x
4
1x2+x1x3x2 (mod 13),
and 9 is the set of elements (x1 , ..., x6) # (Z13Z)6 which satisfy
0#&6x6+6x1 x5+6x2 x4+3x23&2x32+x61&6x21x4+6x31 x3&4x21x22
&6x41x2+x1x3 x2 (mod 13), (19)
as well as five other congruences which arise by taking twists of (19).
Specifically, 9 is the elements which satisfy the following six congruences:
0#&6x6+2+5x1 x5+3x2x4+x23&3x32&x61&6x21x4+x31 x3
+x21x
2
2+3x
4
1x2&x1x3x2 (mod 13);
0#&6x6&4&6x1 x5+6x2x4&3x23&2x
3
2&x
6
1+6x
2
1x4+6x
3
1 x3
+4x21x
2
2&6x
4
1x2&x1x3x2 (mod 13);
0#&6x6+5+x1x5+x2x4+3x23&2x
3
2&x
6
1&4x
2
1x4+4x
3
1 x3
&3x21x
2
2&5x
4
1x2&2x1x3x2 (mod 13);
0#&6x6&5&4x1 x5+2x2x4&4x23+3x
3
2+x
6
1&4x
2
1x4&2x
3
1 x3
&x21x
2
2&3x
4
1x2+2x1x3x2 (mod 13);
0#&6x6&6+3x23+2x
3
2 (mod 13);
0#&6x6+6x1 x5+6x2x4+3x23&2x
3
2+x
6
1&6x
2
1x4+6x
3
1 x3
&4x21x
2
2&6x
4
1x2+x1x3x2 (mod 13).
It follows that 9=[(4, 1, 3, 10, 3, 6), (1, 9, 10, 4, 12, 6), (9, 1, 10, 10, 10, 6),
(3, 3, 10, 12, 4, 6), (12, 9, 3, 4, 1, 6), (10, 3, 3, 12, 9, 6)]. As in the remark
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following the statement of Theorem 3.1, 9 can be written as the family
of elements (4n, n2, 3n3, 10n4, 3n5, 6), where n runs through the squares
modulo 13. The element with n=1 lifts to ’. Thus, 9 has cardinality 6, and
it follows from Theorem 3.1 that Bremner’s conjecture is true for p=13.
p=19: In this case,
D(x1 , ..., x9)&1
19
#&9x9+9x1x8&7x21x7+7x2x7+9x3x6&3x
3
3
+9x4x5+8x1x23x2+9x
3
1x6+x1x2x6+x1x3x5+9x
3
2x3
&9x61x3+3x
2
2x3x
2
1&9x
2
4x1+x2x4x3&x
9
1&9x
2
2x5
+x23x
3
1+8x
2
1x5x2+8x3x4x
2
1+9x
5
1x4+2x
3
1x4x2
+7x41x3x2&9x
4
2x1&8x
3
2x
3
1+9x
7
1x2+8x
2
2x4x1
&9x41x5&8x
5
1x
2
2 (mod 19).
Here, 9 is the set of elements (x1 , ..., x9) # (Z19Z)9 which satisfy
D(x1 , ..., x9)&1
19
#0 (mod 19), (20)
as well as 8 other congruences which arise by taking twists of (20), and
which for the sake of brevity will not be recorded here. In this case 9 is
the family of 9-tuples (6n, 9n2, 14n3, 6n4, 16n5, 15n6, 13n7, 3n8, 6), where n
runs through the squares modulo 19. The element with n=1 lifts to ’. Thus
9 has cardinality 9 and the result follows from Theorem 3.1.
p=23: In this case,
D(x1 , ..., x11)&1
23
#&44x6x2x31+33x1 x2x
2
4+11x2x
9
1&11x3x
8
1&11x11
&x111 &11x3x
4
2+11x5x
3
2&11x5x
2
3+9x7x4+11x6x
5
1+11x6x5
&11x9x21+11x9x2&44x
7
1x
2
2+11x
7
1x4&11x
6
1x5+77x
5
1x
3
2&33x
5
1x
2
3
&9x41x7&55x
3
1x
4
2&22x
3
1x
2
4+11x
3
1x8&22x
2
1x
3
3+11x1x
5
2&11x1x
2
5
+11x1x10&9x22x7+11x2x
3
3&11x3x
2
4+11x3x8&165x
4
1x3x
2
2
+77x61x3x2&22x6x3x2&22x6x1x4+55x
4
1x5x2+33x6 x1x
2
2
+33x6x3x21&66x
5
1x4x2+55x
4
1x4x3+110x
3
1x4x
2
2+110x
3
1x
2
3x2
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&44x31x5x3+110x
2
1x3x
3
2&66x
2
1x5x
2
2+27x
2
1x2x7+33x
2
1 x5x4
&132x21x2x4x3&44x1x4x
3
2&66x1x
2
3x
2
2&22x1x2x8+33x1x4x
2
3
&18x1x7x3+33x22x4x3&22x2x5x4+66x1x2x5x3 (mod 23).
Here 8 is the set of elements (x1 , ..., x11) # (Z23Z)9 which satisfy
D(x1 , ..., x11)&1
23
#0 (mod 23), (21)
as well as 10 other congruences which arise by taking twists of (21). In this
case 9 consists of the elements (5n, 7n2, 8n3, 13n4, 19n5, 17n6, 2n7, 19n8,
19n9, 5n10, 11) # (Z23Z)11, where n runs through the squares modulo 23.
The element with n=3 lifts to ’. Thus, 9 has cardinality 11 and Bremner’s
Conjecture is true for p=23.
p=1: We first remark that Theorem 3.1 does not yield the result for
p=11. Namely, in this case,
D(x1 , ..., x5)&1
11
#&5x5+5x1 x4&5x3x21+5x3 x2+5x2x
3
1
&5x22x1&x
5
1 (mod 11),
and 9 is the set of elements (x1 , ..., x5) # (Z11Z)5 which satisfy
0#&5x5&2&x1 x4+4x3 x21&5x3 x2+2x2 x
3
1+3x
2
2x1+x
5
1 (mod 11);
0#&5x5&3&3x1x4&2x3x21&2x3 x2+5x2x
3
1+5x
2
2 x1+x
5
1 (mod 11);
0#&5x5+5+2x1x4+x3 x21&x51 (mod 11);
0#&5x5+4x1 x4&3x3x21+x
5
1 (mod 11);
0#&5x5+5x1 x4&5x3x21+5x3 x2+5x2 x
3
1&5x
2
2x1&x
5
1 (mod 11).
There are two families of solutions, namely, 9 consists of the 5-tuples
(2n, 7n2, 6n3, n4, 9) and (2n, n2, 5n3, 8n4, 5), where n runs through the squares
modulo 11. Here the element of the first family with n=&2 lifts to ’. Thus
9 has cardinality 10 and the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are not satisfied.
Notice, this does not contradict Bremner’s conjecture because the ‘‘extra’’
family of solutions may lift to solutions to the norm equations in (7) which
are elements of Zp[‘] and not of Z[‘]. This is indeed the case, since Bremner’s
conjecture holds for p=11 as shown below by considering a modification
of the norm equations modulo 7.
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We first outline the general theory which will be used to prove Bremner’s
conjecture for p=11. Let p be an odd prime and
:=’+x1(‘&‘&1)+x2(‘2&‘&2)+ } } } +xq(‘q&‘&q) # Z[‘].
For 1i p let
ni (:)=ni (x1 , ..., xq)=NormQ(‘+‘ )Q \ :&_i (:)‘(1&i)2&‘(i&1)2+ , (22)
where _i # Gal(Q(‘)Q) is defined by _i (‘)=‘i. Then :+: =1 and half the
conjugates of ’ satisfy ni (:)=1, 1i p; the other half satisfy ni (:)=&1,
1i p. Analysis similar to that given in Sections 3 and 4 shows that
Bremner’s conjecture is true for p if and only if the conjugates of ’ are the
only values for : which satisfy ni (:)=1, 1i p. The matrix of partial
derivatives of the ni with respect to x1 , ..., xq evaluated at :=’ has deter-
minant \( p&1) p( p&3)2h& (see Robertson [20] for the details). Thus, by
Theorem 3.3, it suffices to consider the norm equations modulo l, where l
is a prime which does not divide ( p&1) ph&. Namely, if there are q elements
(x1 , ..., xq) # (ZlZ)q which satisfy ni (x1 , ..., xq)#1 mod l, 1i p, then
these elements lift uniquely to half the conjugates of ’ and Bremner’s
conjecture is true for p.
In the case p=11, the relative class number h&=1, and we may take
l=7. The norm equations have about 250 terms each and are not given
here. There are exactly 5 solutions in (Z7Z)5, namely (0, &1, 1, 0, 1),
(1, 0, 1, 0, 1), (1, &1, 0, 0, 1), (1, &1, 1, 0, 0), (1, &1, 1, &1, 1), which lift
uniquely to _8(’), _6(’), _2(’), _7(’), and ’ respectively. It follows that
Bremner’s conjecture is true for p=11. K
We conclude this section with a discussion of the case p=17. Theorem 3.1
can not be used to prove Bremner’s conjecture for p=17 because, as in the
case p=11, the set 9 has cardinality p&1. Namely, in this case,
D(x1 , ..., x8)&1
17
#&8x22x4&8x23x2&8x21x6&8x8+6x1x7+8x51x3+8x31x5
+8x2x6+8x3x5+4x24+3x
4
1x
2
2+7x
2
1x4x2+x2x1x5
+7x22x3x1+x
8
1+2x
4
2&8x
6
1x2+2x
3
1x2x3+x3x4x1
&5x21x
2
3+x
3
2x
2
1&8x
4
1x4 (mod 17),
and 9 is the set of elements of (Z17Z)8 of the form
(3n, 4n2, 0, 7n4, 6n5, 6n6, 5n7, 6) or (n, n2, 15n3, 2n4, 10n5, 11n6, 0, 3),
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where n is a square modulo 17. Here the element of the first family with
n=&2 lifts to ’. Thus 9 has cardinality 16 and the conditions of Theorem 3.1
are not satisfied. I expect, however, that the additional solutions lift to
elements of Z17[‘] which are not elements of Z[‘]. If this is the case, then
Bremner’s conjecture is true for p=17.
I was unable to use the technique discussed in the case p=11 to verify
Bremner’s Conjecture for p=17. Here h&=1 and we may again take l=7.
In this case, however, the eight norm equations have over 12,000 terms
each and too much computer time was needed to test all 78 values of
(x1 , ..., x8) # (Z7Z)8 in the equations.
We remark that the general theory discussed concerning the case p=11
may lead the reader to believe that there is no particular reason to work
modulo p, rather than modulo l for some prime l{ p. The case p=17,
however, reveals that the advantage of working modulo p is that the norm
equations have considerably fewer terms. In particular, if Theorem 3.1 is
used to work modulo p then the only monomials which may occur in the
equations are > xnii where  ini=q. If the norm equations in (22) are used
to work modulo l, however, then any monomial of degree q may occur.
Moreover, it seems more likely that one could prove Bremner’s conjecture
for a larger class of primes, perhaps the set of all regular primes, by
working modulo p rather than modulo l.
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